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Plenoptic Function
• Plenoptic Function: 我々が見た光を
完全に記述する関数 
(Adelson&Bergen, 1991) 

• 7次元空間で定義 
•位置 (3次元): 
• 方向 (2次元): 
• 波長 (1次元): 
• 時間 (1次元):

Plenoptic Function (Plenus* + Opticの造語) 
*ラテン語で「完全な」
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4D Light Field

Generating a new image from a light field is quite different
than previous view interpolation approaches. First, the new image
is generally formed from many different pieces of the original
input images, and need not look like any of them. Second, no
model information, such as depth values or image correspon-
dences, is needed to extract the image values. Third, image gener-
ation involves only resampling, a simple linear process.

This representation of the light field is similar to the epipo-
lar volumes used in computer vision [Bolles87] and to horizontal-
parallax-only holographic stereograms [Benton83]. An epipolar
volume is formed from an array of images created by translating a
camera in equal increments in a single direction. Such a represen-
tation has recently been used to perform view interpolation
[Katayama95]. A holographic stereogram is formed by exposing
a piece of film to an array of images captured by a camera moving
sideways. Halle has discussed how to set the camera aperture to
properly acquire images for holographic stereograms [Halle94],
and that theory is applicable to this work. Gavin Miller has also
recognized the potential synergy between true 3D display tech-
nologies and computer graphics algorithms [Miller95].

There are several major challenges to using the light field
approach to view 3D scenes on a graphics workstation. First,
there is the choice of parameterization and representation of the
light field. Related to this is the choice of sampling pattern for the
field. Second, there is the issue of how to generate or acquire the
light field. Third, there is the problem of fast generation of differ-
ent views. This requires that the slice representing rays through a
point be easily extracted, and that the slice be properly resampled
to avoid artifacts in the final image. Fourth, the obvious disadvan-
tage of this approach is the large amount of data that may be
required. Intuitively one suspects that the light field is coherent
and that it may be compressed greatly. In the remaining sections
we discuss these issues and our proposed solutions.

2. Representation
We define the light field as the radiance at a point in a

given direction. Note that our definition is equivalent to the
plenoptic function introduced by Adelson and Bergen [Adel-
son91]. The phrase light field was coined by A. Gershun in his
classic paper describing the radiometric properties of light in a
space [Gershun36]. 1 McMillan and Bishop [McMillan95b] dis-
cuss the representation of 5D light fields as a set of panoramic
images at different 3D locations.

However, the 5D representation may be reduced to 4D in
free space (regions free of occluders). This is a consequence of
the fact that the radiance does not change along a line unless
blocked. 4D light fields may be interpreted as functions on the
space of oriented lines. The redundancy of the 5D representation
is undesirable for two reasons: first, redundancy increases the size
of the total dataset, and second, redundancy complicates the
reconstruction of the radiance function from its samples. This
reduction in dimension has been used to simplify the representa-
tion of radiance emitted by luminaires [Levin71, Ashdown93].
For the remainder of this paper we will be only concerned with
4D light fields.

1 For those familiar with Gershun’s paper, he actually uses the term light field to
mean the irradiance vector as a function of position. For this reason P. Moon in a lat-
er book [Moon81] uses the term photic field to denote what we call the light field.

Although restricting the validity of the representation to
free space may seem like a  limitation, there are two common situ-
ations where this assumption is useful. First, most geometric
models are bounded. In this case free space is the region outside
the convex hull of the object, and hence all views of an object
from outside its convex hull may be generated from a 4D light
field. Second, if we are moving through an architectural model or
an outdoor scene we are usually moving through a region of free
space; therefore, any view from inside this region, of objects out-
side the region, may be generated.

The major issue in choosing a representation of the 4D
light field is how to parameterize the space of oriented lines.
There are several issues in choosing the parameterization:

Efficient calculation. The computation of the position of a line
from its parameters should be fast. More importantly, for the
purposes of calculating new views, it should be easy to compute
the line parameters given the viewing transformation and a
pixel location.

Control over the set of lines. The space of all lines is infinite,
but only a finite subset of line space is ever needed. For exam-
ple, in the case of viewing an object we need only lines inter-
secting the convex hull of the object. Thus, there should be an
intuitive connection between the actual lines in 3-space and line
parameters.

Uniform sampling. Given equally spaced samples in line
parameter space, the pattern of lines in 3-space should also be
uniform. In this sense, a uniform sampling pattern is one where
the number of lines in intervals between samples is constant
ev erywhere. Note that the correct measure for number of lines
is related to the form factor kernel [Sbert93].

The solution we propose is to parameterize lines by their
intersections with two planes in arbitrary position (see figure 1).
By convention, the coordinate system on the first plane is (u, v)
and on the second plane is (s, t). An oriented line is defined by
connecting a point on the uv plane to a point on the st plane. In
practice we restrict u, v, s, and t to lie between 0 and 1, and thus
points on each plane are restricted to lie within a convex quadrilat-
eral. We call this representation a light slab. Intuitively, a light
slab represents the beam of light entering one quadrilateral and
exiting another quadrilateral.

A nice feature of this representation is that one of the
planes may be placed at infinity. This is convenient since then
lines may be parameterized by a point and a direction. The latter
will prove useful for constructing light fields either from ortho-
graphic images or images with a fixed field of view. Furthermore,
if all calculations are performed using homogeneous coordinates,
the two cases may be handled at no additional cost.

u

v

s

t
L(u,v,s,t)

Figure 1: The light slab representation.

2

Plenoptic Function (5次元)から 
次元を1つ下げたものが，4D Light Field (4次元) 

光は基本的に直進*するため，次元を下げることが可能．

*厳密には，光は無重力かつ真空中でのみ直進するが，一般的には光は直進すると近似して差し支
えない．
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Light Field Displayの 
光線次元による分類
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2D Image + 1D Direction
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ex. 1D Integral Imaging
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Holography
(x, y, u, v)

much the same as integral imaging
 with lens size = 0

2D 3D 4D 5D
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Light Field and Holography

Of course, very different in optics
However, almost same in 4D light field in 
information space
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Can’t record here!

Hologram or lens array camera

Can’t record inside!

Can only record here!
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2. ライトフィールドディスプレイ
の原理
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ライトフィールドディスプレイの2方式
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レンズアレイベース

複数(スタック)ディスプレイベース

• 元々のインテグラルフォトグラフィその
もの 
• 液晶ディスプレイとレンズアレイなどの
組み合わせ 
• 標本化された光線を再現していると考え
られる

光線(再生されるライトフィールド)

液晶パネル等

レンズアレイ

光線 (再生されるライトフィールド)

液晶パネル等

• 複数のパネル等をスタック状に組み合わ
せ (光の掛け算)てライトフィールドを密
に再現 
• 画像の再現度は下がる可能性 
• 別名テンソルディスプレイ

© 2015, 2016 Takafumi KOIKE
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レンズアレイベース
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Light

Radiant

Pyramid

Lens Array

LCD

座標系

インテグラルフォトグラフィ (IP) 
インテグラルイメージング (II)
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レンズアレイ方式の研究例

12

NHK放送技術研究所の例

( “3D Display Research at NHK”, 3D Media Workshop, 2009 より引用 )
( http://www.toshiba.co.jp/about/ 

press/2005_04/pr1501.htm より引用 )

東芝の例

東京大学 (土肥研)+日立製作所の例

(c) Toshiba, Corp.

( http://mmc.nict.go.jp/people/shun/nict_project/
gCubik_j.html より引用 )

NICTの例
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レンズアレイ方式の周波数特性
•立体像の解像度は，回折限界とナイキスト
周波数で決定される

13
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Next we discuss how the image position without reso-
lution degradation varies according to the depth factor D.

When D ! 1, the resolution of IP is calculated by Eq.
(7) as shown in Fig. 3(a). It is possible to produce images
close to the exit pupil without resolution degradation.
However, the resolution of the images produced far from
the exit pupil approaches the maximum projectable fre-
quency a i max through the exit pupil, and resolution deg-
radation occurs. Also, the resolution of the images pro-
duced near the observer decreases remarkably. In
summary, only images close to the exit pupil can be pro-
duced without resolution degradation.

When D 5 1, the resolution of IP is calculated as
shown in Fig. 3(b). Images can be produced at a great
distance from the exit pupil without resolution degrada-
tion. The resolution of the images produced near the ob-
server is degraded but is still higher than when D ! 1.

When D @ 1, images can be produced at a great dis-
tance from the exit pupil without resolution degradation,
as is the case when D 5 1. The variation of the near-
and far-side limit against the depth factor D calculated by
Eq. (9) is shown in Fig. 4. The inclination of the curve of
the near-side limit zn in Fig. 4 becomes small when the
depth factor D is large. This indicates that the resolu-
tion of the images produced near the observer improves
slightly when the depth factor D is increased.

Consequently, to produce images distant from the exit
pupil without resolution degradation, one should make
the maximum projectable frequency a i max through the
exit pupil as large as the 2-D resolution bnyq ; i.e., D
5 1. However, it is not necessary that D @ 1. There-
fore in this paper we consider D 5 1 to be sufficient.

3. OPTIMIZATION OF THE EXIT PUPIL
A. Aperture-Plate Integral Photography
Figure 5 shows an aperture and the corresponding ele-
ment image of the IP setup described in Fig. 1. On the
plane of the aperture, the pupil function G of the spheri-
cal wave emitted at point P is

G~x ! 5 exp~ jpx2/lg !, (10)

where l is the wavelength of the light and g is the gap
between the aperture and the element image. In the
case of incoherent light the autocorrelation function of the
pupil function provides the modulation transfer function
(MTF) of the aperture.9 When the spatial frequency in-
volved in the element image measured at the exit pupil is
referred to as a cpr, then MTFa(a) of the aperture is ex-
pressed as follows:

where wa is the aperture width, (*) denotes conjugation,
and sinc(u) 5 sin up/up.

MTFa has a value of nonzero that extends to a high
spatial frequency. In this paper, however, the first spa-
tial frequency at MTFa 5 0 is defined as the cutoff fre-
quency ac of the aperture. The optimum width of the ap-
erture waopt that maximizes the cutoff frequency ac and
its maximum value acopt are, respectively,

waopt 5 2Alg, (12)

acopt 5 2Ag/l. (13)

Fig. 5. IP aperture.

Fig. 6. Examples of the resolution of aperture-plate IP. The
viewing distance and the pitch of the aperture are assumed to be
2 m and 2.78 mm, respectively, and the Nyquist frequency (i.e.,
the 2-D resolution bnyq) 5 360 cpr. The gap g between the ap-
erture and the element image is 1 mm (solid curves) or 5 mm
(dashed curves). Thick curves show the overall resolution. The
figure shows that a larger gap yields higher resolution.

MTFa~a! 5
1

wa
E

2~wa2al!/2

1~wa2al!/2
G~x 1 al/2!G*~x 2 al/2!dx,

5 H S 1 2
al

wa
D sincFwaS 1 2

al

wa
Da/gG ~0 < a < wa /l!

0 ~a . wa /l!

, (11)

Hoshino et al. Vol. 15, No. 8 /August 1998 /J. Opt. Soc. Am. A 2061

H. Hoshino, F. Okano, H. Isono, and I. Yuyama , “Analysis of resolution limitation of integral photography,” J. Opt. Soc. Am. A, Vol. 15, No. 8, pp. 2059-2065, 
1998. より引用

© 2015, 2016 Takafumi KOIKE

複数(スタック)ディスプレイベース

14
http://web.media.mit.edu/~gordonw/TensorDisplays/ より引用
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Tensor Display
•表示するLight Fieldをテンソルに分解，複
数のLCDの掛け算で実現する．

15
http://web.media.mit.edu/~gordonw/TensorDisplays/ より引用

Tensor Displays: Compressive Light Field Synthesis
using Multilayer Displays with Directional Backlighting

Gordon Wetzstein Douglas Lanman Matthew Hirsch Ramesh Raskar
MIT Media Lab

Figure 1: Wide field of view glasses-free 3D display using tensor displays. (Left) We introduce a new family of light field displays, dubbed
tensor displays, comprised of stacks of light-attenuating layers (e.g., multilayer LCDs). Rapid temporal modulation of the layers is exploited,
in concert with directional backlighting, to allow large separations between viewers. (Right) From left to right: target light field view,
photograph of three-layer LCD with uniform backlighting, and photograph of single LCD with directional backlighting. Layers are shown to
the right of each photograph. The upper and lower rows depict perspectives seen to the left and to the right of the display, respectively.

Abstract

We introduce tensor displays: a family of compressive light field
displays comprising all architectures employing a stack of time-
multiplexed, light-attenuating layers illuminated by uniform or di-
rectional backlighting (i.e., any low-resolution light field emitter).
We show that the light field emitted by an N -layer, M -frame tensor
display can be represented by an N th-order, rank-M tensor. Us-
ing this representation we introduce a unified optimization frame-
work, based on nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF), encompass-
ing all tensor display architectures. This framework is the first
to allow joint multilayer, multiframe light field decompositions,
significantly reducing artifacts observed with prior multilayer-only
and multiframe-only decompositions; it is also the first optimiza-
tion method for designs combining multiple layers with directional
backlighting. We verify the benefits and limitations of tensor dis-
plays by constructing a prototype using modified LCD panels and a
custom integral imaging backlight. Our efficient, GPU-based NTF
implementation enables interactive applications. Through simula-
tions and experiments we show that tensor displays reveal practical
architectures with greater depths of field, wider fields of view, and
thinner form factors, compared to prior automultiscopic displays.

Keywords: light fields, automultiscopic 3D displays, multilayer
LCDs, directional backlighting, nonnegative tensor factorization

Links: DL PDF WEB VIDEO DATA CODE

1 Introduction

Consumer stereoscopic displays have been enabled by the introduc-
tion of high-speed LCDs and inexpensive shutter glasses. Although
adoption is gradual, these displays are further supported by an ex-
panding content stream, including theatrical and sports productions,
interactive entertainment, and stereoscopic cameras. Manufactur-
ers are beginning to offer automultiscopic (glasses-free) 3D dis-
plays, primarily based on the century-old concepts of parallax barri-
ers [Ives 1903] and integral imaging [Lippmann 1908]. Early prod-
ucts are restricted to mobile devices for which the limitations of
these methods, particularly narrow fields of view and reduced spa-
tial resolution, do not preclude adoption. Researchers are advancing
a wide variety of technologies to address these limitations, spanning
volumetric to holographic methods. Yet, with the widespread use of
mobile devices, research must increasingly focus on solutions that
preserve the thin form factors, low power consumption, and high
resolution expected from modern display technologies.

We are inspired to address the limitations of existing automul-
tiscopic displays by taking advantage of three emerging display
technologies: multilayer panels, high-speed temporal modulation,
and directional backlighting. As early as 1920, Louis Lumière
stacked backlit films to approximate the appearance of extended
objects [Lumière 1920]. More recently, researchers have reinvesti-
gated layered displays, considering the benefits of dynamic LCDs
and optimization of the layer patterns. Research is divided into
approaches using a single pair of temporally-modulated layers vs.
approaches using three or more static layers. With high-speed tem-
poral modulation, an observer perceives the time average of a mul-
tiframe sequence of patterns displayed across the layers. While en-
hancing performance relative to conventional methods, multilayer
decompositions increase display thickness and exhibit artifacts that
cannot be eliminated by increasing layers. Similarly, multiframe
decompositions require high-speed displays to mitigate artifacts,
yet result in dimmer images. In both cases, the field of view is
typically restricted to a narrow region. Yet, the recent emergence
of directional backlighting, consisting of a fast-switching display
paired with a rear-illuminating light guide, has enabled the pro-

© 2015, 2016 Takafumi KOIKE

両者の周波数特性比較
•レンズアレイ方式とくらべて周波数特性が
大きく改善している

16

G. Wetzstein and et al., “Tensor displays: compressive light field synthesis using multilayer displays with 
directional backlighting,” ACM Transactions on Graphics, 31(4), 2012. より引用

Figure 5: Interpreting tensor display decompositions. Reconstruc-
tion and decomposition results are compared for a three-layer dis-
play with uniform backlighting (top) and a single-layer display us-
ing a directional backlight (bottom). The structures of the multi-
layer, multiframe decompositions are discussed in Section 3.4.

for two architectures: a three-layer display with uniform backlight-
ing and a single-layer display with directional backlighting.

Multilayer decompositions are shown at the top of Figure 5. We
observe that objects close to the display appear sectioned across
layers. The green bunny maps primarily to the front layer, with
residual details assigned to other layers. Similar sectioning be-
haviors have been observed with multilayer-only decompositions,
including those of Gotoda [2010] and Wetzstein et al. [2011]. Un-
like these works, our joint multilayer, multiframe decompositions
produce additional time-varying, high-frequency patterns that ap-
pear across all layers and resemble content-adaptive parallax barri-
ers [Lanman et al. 2010].

Decompositions for a single-layer display with directional back-
lighting are shown at the bottom of Figure 5. We observe that
the front layer contains the view-independent portions of the scene,
with flowing, slit-like patterns appearing around regions with view-
dependent features. The directional backlight is primarily com-
prised of view-dependent features, such as objects extending from
the physical display enclosure (e.g., the green bunny).

Tensor display decompositions exhibit predictable structures,
whose arrangement arise from the specific display configuration.
A natural direction for future work is to more closely assess these
structures for promising architectures, such as the single layer
with directional backlighting, in the hope that heuristically-defined
methods may achieve similar fidelity with reduced computation.

4 Analysis

This section analyzes the performance of tensor displays, focusing
on the quantitative benefits of additional layers, additional frames,
and directional backlighting. First, we derive the upper bound on
the depth of field for any tensor display. This allows comparison
of alternative display architectures. The upper bound also provides
antialiasing prefilters for each design. Second, we assess the inter-
dependence of display design and decomposition algorithm param-
eters, documenting their influence on reconstructed image fidelity.
Extended derivations of the depth of field expressions are provided
in Supplementary Appendix C.

4.1 Depth of Field

The performance of an automultiscopic display can be quantified
by its depth of field: an expression for the maximum spatial fre-
quency !⇠max that can be depicted in a plane oriented parallel to
the screen and separated by a distance do. As described by Zwicker
et al. [2006], this expression is derived using a frequency-domain

analysis of the emitted light field l̃(x, v). Taking the 2D Fourier
transform of Equation 18 yields the following expression for the
emitted light field spectrum l̂(!x,!v):

l̂(!x,!v)=
1
M

MX

m=1

b̂m(!x,!v)⇤

N

n=1
f̂ (n)
m (!x)�(!v�(dn/dr)!x)

�
, (21)

where !x and !v are the spatial and angular frequencies, ⇤ denotes
convolution, and the repeated convolution operator is defined as

N

n=1
f̂ (n)
m (!x,!v) ⌘ f̂ (1)

m (!x,!v) ⇤ · · · ⇤ f̂ (N)
m (!x,!v). (22)

For uniform backlighting, the backlight spectrum b̂m(!x,!v) =
�(!x,!v), the Dirac delta function, reducing Equation 21 to the ex-
pression derived for multilayer displays by Wetzstein et al. [2011].

The spectral support of a tensor display is the region of non-
zero values in the emitted light field spectrum, for all possible
layer masks and backlight illumination patterns. Following Chai
et al. [2000], the spectral support for the light field reflected by
a diffuse surface is the line !v = (do/dr)!x. Intersecting this
line with the spectral support for a given display provides a geo-
metric construction for the upper bound on the depth of field. For
example, the emitted light field spectrum for a parallax barrier or
integral imaging display is non-zero only for |!x|  1/(2�x) and
|!v|  1/(2�v) (e.g., the red boxes shown in Figure 4), where �x
and �v are the spatial and angular sampling rates, respectively. In
practice, the spatial sampling rate �x is the spacing between bar-
rier slits/pinholes or lenslets. The geometric construction yields the
following expression for the depth of field:

!⇠max(do) =

(
1

2�x for |do|  dr
�
�x
�v

�
,

dr
2|do|�v otherwise,

(23)

where �v = (2dr/A)tan(↵/2) with A views and field of view ↵.

The geometric construction provides an upper bound on the depth
of field for any tensor display architecture. Consider a two-layer
display with uniform backlighting, with the layers separated by a
distance �d and !0 = 1/(2p) denoting the maximum spatial fre-
quency for each layer with pixel pitch p. Equation 21 defines the
light field spectrum, where d1 = ��d/2 and d2 = �d/2. As
shown in Figure 4, a diamond-shaped region bounds the spectral
support for any two-layer display. The spatial cutoff frequency
!⇠max is again found by intersecting the line !v = (do/dr)!x with
the boundary of the spectral support, yielding the following upper
bound on the depth of field for any two-layer display.

!⇠max(do) =

✓
2�d

�d+ 2|d0|

◆
!0 (24)
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Figure 6: Comparison of upper bounds on depth of field for paral-
lax barriers and integral imaging (red), two-layer (blue) and three-
layer (green) displays with uniform backlighting, and single-layer
(yellow) and two-layer (orange) displays with directional back-
lighting. The dashed black line denotes the spatial cutoff frequency
for each layer. Display parameters correspond to the prototypes
described in Section 5.2.
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　Tensor Displayのソースコードは，名古屋大
学の藤井先生，高橋先生のグループにより，以下
で公開されている． 
http://www.fujii.nuee.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~takahasi/Research/LFDisplay/index.html

実装例: ソースコード

17 © 2016 Takafumi KOIKE
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簡単のため2D LFを考える．
2方式の違い

19
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レンズアレイベース

複数ディスプレイベース

情報量が違う， 
再現性も違う
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3. ライトフィールドディスプレイ
の応用・最新研究事例
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SIGGRAPH関連動向

•夏・冬2回の国際会議で，5～10件程度がディ
スプレイや関連技術の発表 

• HMD/Near-Eye，LF，ホログラフィの発表
が多い 

•本日は，ここ数年のLF関連の研究を紹介

21 © 2016 Takafumi KOIKE
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10 • A. Maimone et al.

Fig. 10. Simulated retinal blur and diffraction. Images show closeups of close and far matryoshka dolls from the light field shown in Fig. 3, and inset images
show further magnification. The larger doll is virtually positioned at 17 cm in front of the display and the rear doll at 18 cm into the display. The views of the
light field are evenly spaced over a pupil of a = 5 mm for a single eye, with the outermost views centered at the pupil edges. Compressed images reflect the
configuration of our prototype display: 1 LCD layer in front of a HARB, a f = 31.8 cm focal length lens, a viewing distance of de = 127 cm, and native panel
resolution of 39.1 cycles/degree at this distance. Diffraction is approximated using the method described in Section 3.5 using the wavelengths �red = 700
nm, �green = 546 nm and �blue = 435 nm. Rows: Synthetically refocused images of front doll (first rows) and rear doll (second rows). First column:
Source light field. Following three columns: Compressed version of the source light field using the decomposition algorithm described in Section 3.1.2 in the
noted configurations. High quality retinal blur can be achieved in the presence of diffraction (second column), but quality suffers if compression is too high
(third column) or angular resolution is too low (fourth column).

Fig. 11. Focus 3D prototype. A stack of two transparent LCDs is mounted
on rails in front of a Fresnel lens with an additional LCD monitor behind
the lens. The rear monitor and the lens form a HAR backlight.

off-axis viewpoints at steeper angles. To show the theoretical per-
formance of our system with higher quality optics, we simulate a
tracked observer moving around the display at a much wider range
in supplementary Section A.1.

5.4 Moving Away from the Conjugate Plane
Moving away from the conjugate plane results in an optical config-
uration in which the pupil plane does not correspond to the conju-
gate plane of the backlight. If the observer moves far enough from
the display, this optical arrangement practically results in a multi-
layer display – the backlight is a virtual layer placed at the conju-
gate plane in front of the physical display enclosure. This approach
is similar to that of Gotoda [2011], who noted that placing a lens
over an LCD in a multilayer display changes its apparent position.
Fig. 16 simulates this case for an observer at a distance of 127 cm,

while the conjugate plane of the backlight is located 57 cm in front
of the screen. The decompositions use six time-multiplexed frames
and the target light field has 5⇥5 viewpoints over an eye aperture
of 5 mm. As shown in the top row, multiple focal depths are still
supported. The decompositions (see Fig. 16, bottom row), however,
differ from the case where the conjugate plane is in the pupil plane
(see Fig. 6) – they show a flipped version of the mask patterns that
appear on the virtual layer floating in front of the other layers.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Future Work. The incorporation of tracking, a brighter back-

light, and a higher quality lens would improve the practicality of
our display and allow evaluation on human subjects. Investigation
of optical folding techniques, such as Wedge optics [Travis et al.
2013] may also allow the form factor of our current prototype to
be significantly reduced – resulting in a thin, light-efficient glasses-
free 3D display that overcomes many of the limitations of current-
generation devices. Optimization criteria can also be adjusted to
compensate for diffraction through the display layers, as well as
optical aberrations in the human eye [Huang et al. 2012]. Further-
more, exploring the combination of multiple stacked layers and
arbitrary refractive optical elements holds much promise. A sin-
gle, planar backlight, for instance, will be reimaged onto the focal
surface of an arbitrary refractive element; more sophisticated el-
ements, such as parabolic lenses, or catadioptric systems will be
fruitful to explore.

Summary. Within the past few years, stereoscopic 3D displays
have become commonplace in the home and in theaters – yet many
users lament the visual discomfort induced by the accommodation-
vergence conflict. By harnessing the emerging field of computa-
tional displays – joint designs of display optics and compressive
light field synthesis – we have developed a display design with the
potential to support the widely sought accommodative depth cue
while avoiding the impractical resolution and bandwidth require-
ments of existing designs. We have demonstrated that computa-
tional displays’ flexible architectures can further augment the vi-
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luminated by a high angular resolution (HAR) backlight. We show
that such a display can be optimized using the aforementioned
tensor display framework, albeit with a modified backlight illumi-
nation model. Section 3.2 assesses the structure of the backlight
illumination and layer patterns produced by the decomposition;
this analysis reveals the source of enhanced brightness achieved
with Focus 3D over prior methods utilizing direct time-multiplexed
backlight illumination schemes. Section 3.3 derives upper bounds
on the accommodation range for both existing display architectures
and Focus 3D. Section 3.4 analyzes how the design is affected by
diffraction, and Section 3.5 concludes by showing the influence of
diffraction and light field compression on retinal blur quality.

3.1 Displays with HAR Backlighting
As described above and shown in Figs. 4 and 7, Focus 3D consists
of an N -layer stack of light-attenuating panels illuminated by a
high angular resolution (HAR) backlight capable of synthesizing
multiple uniform light sources that converge along a closely-spaced
set of points spanning the viewer’s pupils. Similar to Travis [1990],
such a backlight can be fashioned by placing a large lens (e.g., a
Fresnel lens or folded waveguide) against the rear layer. If another
display is placed at a distance db behind the lens, then a virtual
layer will be created at a distance dv = (fdb)/(db � f) in front
of the lens. A HAR backlight is obtained when db is selected such
that dv equals the distance de from the lens to the viewer’s pupil.

3.1.1 Representing Emitted Light Fields. As shown in Fig. 4,
we propose Focus 3D as a generalization of prior displays capa-
ble of supporting near correct accommodation through high angu-
lar resolution backlighting. Rather than using a single layer placed
directly in front of the lens, we propose placing a stack of light-
attenuating layers. For greater generality, we further assume that
these layers support a higher refresh rate than the human eye, such
that the viewer perceives the time average of an M -frame sequence.
Such N -layer, M -frame displays have been optimized using the
tensor display framework of Wetzstein et al. [2012]. As shown in
that work, the emitted light field l̃(x, v) can be modeled using the
following image formation model:

l̃(x, v)=
1

M

MX

m=1

bm(x, v)
NY

n=1

f (n)
m (x+ (dn/dr)v), (1)

where bm(x, v) is the light field emitted by the backlight during
frame m, f (n)

m (⇠n) is the transparency of layer n during frame m
at position ⇠n, and dn is the distance of layer n from the lens. In this
section we adopt a two-plane light field parameterization, such that
a ray (x, v) is defined by its intersection with the u-axis, coincident
with the lens, and the v-axis, located a distance dr from the lens.

The tensor display framework considers two cases: uniform
backlighting, such that bm(x, v) = 1, and directional backlighting,
such that bm(x, v) is a low-resolution light field produced by an
auxiliary system (e.g., a lenticular display). We observe that Equa-
tion 1 can be modified to support high angular resolution backlight-
ing, as depicted in Fig. 4, such that

l̃(x, v)=
1

M

MX

m=1

f (N+1)
m (�(x, v))

NY

n=1

f (n)
m (x+ (dn/dr)v), (2)

where �(x, v) defines the point of intersection ⇠N+1 of ray (x, v)

with the backlight layer, f (N+1)
m (⇠N+1) denotes the emitted irra-

diance of the backlight layer during frame m, and {f (n)
m (⇠n)}, for

n 2 [1, N ], remain the transparencies of the N layers in front of the

HAR Backlight

Fig. 4. Focus 3D coordinate system. An N -layer stack of light-attenuating
panels is illuminated by a high angular resolution backlight. Each pixel on
the backlight layer illuminates a small region of the viewer’s pupil. We show
a specific embodiment of a HAR backlight, comprising a large lens and a
backlight display separated a distance db behind the lens, following the
design of Travis [1990]. A generalized system is shown in Fig. 7.

lens. We observe that the point of intersection is found by tracing
the ray (x, v) backwards through the lens, with focal length f , and
propagating a distance db to the backlight layer. Using ray trans-
fer matrix analysis [Hecht 2001] with paraxial ray and thin lens
approximations, these operations are given by:

✓
�(x, v)
�⌘/dr

◆
=

✓
1 db
0 1

◆✓
1 0

�1/f 1

◆✓
x

�v/dr

◆
, (3)

where ⌘/dr denotes the slope of the ray leaving the backlight layer.
Thus, �(x, v) is given by the following expression.

�(x, v) =

✓
1� db

f

◆
x� db

dr
v (4)

3.1.2 Decomposing Light Fields Using Weighted NTF. Fol-
lowing the tensor display framework, the light field emitted by a N
layer display can be decomposed into a set of M time-multiplexed
layer patterns using nonnegative tensor factorization (NTF). Sub-
stituting Equation 4 into Equation 2 provides a closed-form expres-
sion for the light field emitted by such a display, l̃(x, v), in terms
of the time-multiplexed layer patterns, {f (n)

m (⇠n)}. In practice, the
decomposition of a target light field, l(x, v), into the layer patterns
requires solving the following nonlinear least squares problem:

arg min
{f(n)

m (⇠n)}

Z

V

Z

X

⇣
l(x, v)� l̃(x, v)

⌘2
dxdv, for 0f (n)

m (⇠n)1 (5)

To solve this optimization problem, having proven the equiva-
lence of Equations 1 and 2, we refer the reader to Wetzstein et
al. [2012] and supplementary Section B; however, for complete-
ness we briefly summarize the tensor-based decomposition frame-
work below.

Assuming discrete pixels, the decomposition into layer patterns,
{f (n)

m (⇠n)}, is given by the solution of the following optimization
problem:

arg min
{F(n)}

����L�W~ T̃
���
2

, for 0F(n)1, (6)

where ~ is the Hadamard (elementwise) product, L denotes the
target light field, l(x, v), represented as a light field tensor, W is
a binary-valued weight tensor (selecting for each ray that passes
through a pupil), and F(n) is a matrix defining the transparency
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dition is satisfied. The Bragg condition is satisfied if a probe wave
is projected on the DHOE with a wavefront identical to the refer-
ence wave of the recording process. The details of the principles of
the Bragg condition are described in Supplementary Appendix A.
In the Bragg condition, the wavefront of the probe wave is scattered
by diffraction since a diffusing wavefront is recorded as the signal
wave. The scattered wave is referred to as a reconstructed wave
whose wavefront is identical to the signal wave. The amplitude of
the probe wave, which corresponds to the projected image informa-
tion, is preserved after diffraction. Thus, the image is displayed on
the DHOE plane, which means the DHOE functions as a projection
screen under the Bragg condition.

R

G

B
Collimating optics

Relay
Optics

Real object

DHOE

(b)(a) 

(a)

PH

(b1) (b2)

DHOE

DHOE

Figure 3: The reconstruction process of DHOEs as illustrated with
a 1-layer DHOE system. The reconstruction system consists of col-
limating and screen parts. Details of the collimating optics (a) and
DHOE screen (b) are described. (b1) and (b2) indicate the angular
selectivity and transparency of the DHOE screen, respectively.

The reconstruction system using beam projectors with a DHOE
layer is shown in Fig. 3. First, white illumination from a back-
light source is divided into three primary colored beams (red, green,
and blue) using dichroic mirrors. Each colored beam is modulated
by a separate LCD panel. Then, a dichroic prism recombines and
guides the three colored beams into relay optics. The combined
beam passes through collimating optics, which convert the beam
to a collimated plane wave. The function of the collimating optics
also includes noise filtering and beam expanding. Finally, the col-
limated plane beam is introduced to the DHOE in an appropriate
angle and is diffused at the DHOE plane. The displayed images are
updated by the beam projector in a manner of conventional beam
projection systems.

If a probe wave, which does not satisfy the Bragg condition, is in-
troduced to the DHOE, the probe wave passes through the DHOE
without diffraction, as illustrated in Fig. 3(b1). Figure 3(b2) de-
scribes a real-world scene passing through the DHOE without
diffraction, since the Bragg condition is not satisfied. This property
allows us to apply the DHOE as a transparent projection screen.
The DHOE shows transmittance that is superior to half mirrors,
which partially transmit and reflect a real-world scene. In addition,
we are able to design the probe wave to diffuse at a desired depth
by using multi-layer DHOEs. If each DHOE is designed to have
a different angular selectivity, the incident angle of a probe wave
determines the DHOE layer that diffuses the probe wave.

3.2 Additive Light Fields

3.2.1 Incoherent Addition of Light Fields

Figure 4 describes how the additive light field displays work with
multi-layer DHOEs. Each DHOE is fabricated via the recording

process described in Section 3.1.1. In the recording processes of
DHOEs 1 and 2, the incident angles of the reference waves are ✓1
and ✓2, respectively. In the reconstruction process, probe waves 1
and 2 are incident on the 2-layer DHOEs with different angles. The
incident angles of probe waves 1 and 2 are ✓1 and ✓2, which are
identical to reference waves 1 and 2, respectively. Since DHOEs
1 and 2 have different angular selectivity broadbands, probe wave
2 is diffracted by DHOE 2 while it passes through the DHOE 1.
On the other hand, probe wave 2 is scattered only by DHOE 1.
Consequently, DHOEs 1 and 2 function as rear and front projec-
tion screens, respectively, for compressive displays. However, in
practical application, probe waves 1 and 2 are weakly diffracted by
DHOEs 2 and 1, respectively, which is referred to as a ghost effect.
The reconstructed waves from the DHOE layers are merged into
a single wave. Since the waves are from incoherent illumination
sources, it can be described using the following equation:

Itotal = I1 + I2, (1)

where Itotal is the intensity distribution of the merged wave, and
I1 and I2 are the intensity distributions of the reconstructed waves
from DHOEs 1 and 2, respectively.

Probe wave 1
Probe wave 2

𝒛𝒛 = 𝒉𝒉𝟐𝟐

𝒛𝒛 = 𝒉𝒉𝟏𝟏

𝒛𝒛 = 𝟎𝟎

Probe wave 2Probe wave 1

Merged wave

: transmission

: scattering

1θ

2θ

DHOE 2

DHOE 1

𝑰𝑰𝟐𝟐

𝑰𝑰𝟏𝟏

𝑰𝑰𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕𝒕

Figure 4: The principle of the additive light field display is illus-
trated with a stack of two DHOE layers. Each layer generates in-
dependent additive light fields, which are merged into a single light
field.

3.2.2 Parameterization for Additive Light Fields

In 4D light fields, rays in 3D space are parameterized by a pair
of points on two parallel planes. A light field L(Px, Py, Qx, Qy)
which passes through two points, P and Q, which are located
on the DHOE 1 and DHOE 2 planes, respectively. If the probe
waves 1 and 2 are projected on the 2-layer DHOEs, a couple of
the rays corresponding to the light field L(Px, Py, Qx, Qy) are re-
constructed independently at points P and Q. Thus, the light field
L(Px, Py, Qx, Qy) is given using the following equation:

L(Px, Py, Qx, Qy) = I1(Px, Py) + I2(Qx, Qy), (2)

where I1 and I2 are intensity distributions of the diffused images
from DHOEs 1 and 2, respectively. When more than two DHOE
layers are stacked for an additive light field display, it is more
straightforward to parameterize light fields with a point on the xy
plane and two angles. The two angles ✓x and ✓y are defined as
follows:

✓x = tan�1 rx
rz

, ✓y = tan�1 ry
rz

, |✓x| , |✓y|  ✓d (3)

where ~r = (rx, ry, rz) denotes a direction vector of a ray, and
✓d is the diffusing angle of the DHOE layers. The 4D light field,
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Table 1: Table of notations

m Number of viewer rows in the cinema.
ny Number of rows displayed on the screen.
nx Number of columns displayed on the

screen.
i Cinema row index.
j Screen row index.

(yi, zi) y, z position of the ith viewer row.
(�y,�z) y, z displacement between two adjacent

viewer rows.
yo

j
y coordinate of the jth slit on the vertical
barrier, j 2 {1, .., n}.

(⇢i,j , ⇣i) Point on the horizontal barrier which
should filter correctly the x coordinate
of the rays emerging from ith row view-
ers toward yo

j . ⇣i is negative in our
notations.

⌧ Distance between the vertical barrier and
the screen.

g Spacing between two adjacent slits on the
vertical barrier.

`p Pixel size on the screen.
Horizontal distance between two consec-
utive angular positions of the viewer eye.

k Number of different angular images pro-
jected by the screen.

w Width of a seat in the cinema.

number of rows in the displayed images. The horizontal parallax
barrier is located behind the vertical one. This horizontal barrier is
a set of slanted surfaces with nx vertical slits, whose structure is
derived below.

Behind the set of two barriers, a standard screen is positioned. We
denote the distance between the screen and the vertical barrier by⌧ .
The screen has pixels of size `p and the k different angular images
are interlaced on the screen, such that each column of pixels belongs
to another image in a repetitive pattern. This interlaced screen
content is similar to that of a standard parallax barrier-based display,
with the exception that in our screen we also lose modest resolution
in the y axis for reasons that will be explained in Sec. 2.3.1. To
account for that, we pre-blur the y axis of the angular image content.
Throughout most of this paper we consider for simplicity an LCD
screen, or that the interlaced screen content is displayed using back
projection. In both cases we assume that the light emerging the
screen is distributed in all directions, which is a desired feature for
all regular screens. In Sec. 7 we discuss equivalent configurations
using front projection.

The main idea behind our display geometry is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Rays from a viewer at position (yi, zi) are filtered by the vertical
barrier. As a result, for each row of viewers, only rays with a
certain vertical angle pass through. Since we separate the rays from
different rows we can place a second horizontal barrier for each
row, at the screen distance required by its z distance. This second
barrier is essentially a row-dependent parallax barrier, which filters
the rays from this row such that proper disparity is observed. In
Fig. 4, orange rays emerging from a row at distancez1 intersect the
horizontal parallax barrier at distance ⌧ � |⇣1| from the screen, and
blue rays emerging from a row at distance z2 intersect the horizontal
parallax barrier at a different distance ⌧ � |⇣2| (note that ⇣i are
negative according to our notations). Even though the rays from
viewer 1 (orange rays) and viewer 2 (blue rays) reach the screen at
different vertical positions, the viewers see the same content up to a
small vertical shift without changing the perceived parallax. Below
we derive the shape of the slanted barrier.

Figure 4: Display principle: For each viewer (yi, zi) (orange and blue),
there exists ⇣i such that a barrier placed at that screen distance leads
to proper disparities for viewers at distance zi. Concatenating all row-
dependent barrier positions ⇣i, i = {1, ...,m} provides the desired shape
of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier.

2.2.1 Shaping the slanted barrier

In order to derive the shape of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier
consider a viewer sitting at position (yi, zi) and looking at the screen
through a vertical barrier slit at height yoj . To produce the correct
parallax, we must place a horizontal parallax barrier at a distance
⇣i, which is a function of the row distance zi. Taking into account
the y angle of rays coming from this row, we should also shift the
horizontal barrier vertically above/below the vertical slit entrance
yo

j , by a distance we denote as ⇢i,j . That is, we denote the desired
y, z position of the barrier as (⇢i,j , ⇣i). Claim 1 derives a formula
for (⇢i,j , ⇣i) as a function of (yi, zi). The concatenation of all the
points (⇢i,j , ⇣i) for all viewer rows i = {1, ...,m} defines the shape
of the slanted barrier.

Claim 1 Let (yi, zi) denote the location of the ith viewer row, `p
the pixel size, `e the horizontal distance between two consecutive
angular positions within the seat, and ⌧ the distance between the
vertical barrier and the screen (see Table 1). The z-coordinate of
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all regular screens. In Sec. 7 we discuss equivalent configurations
using front projection.

The main idea behind our display geometry is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Rays from a viewer at position (yi, zi) are filtered by the vertical
barrier. As a result, for each row of viewers, only rays with a
certain vertical angle pass through. Since we separate the rays from
different rows we can place a second horizontal barrier for each
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the rays from this row such that proper disparity is observed. In
Fig. 4, orange rays emerging from a row at distancez1 intersect the
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blue rays emerging from a row at distance z2 intersect the horizontal
parallax barrier at a different distance ⌧ � |⇣2| (note that ⇣i are
negative according to our notations). Even though the rays from
viewer 1 (orange rays) and viewer 2 (blue rays) reach the screen at
different vertical positions, the viewers see the same content up to a
small vertical shift without changing the perceived parallax. Below
we derive the shape of the slanted barrier.

Figure 4: Display principle: For each viewer (yi, zi) (orange and blue),
there exists ⇣i such that a barrier placed at that screen distance leads
to proper disparities for viewers at distance zi. Concatenating all row-
dependent barrier positions ⇣i, i = {1, ...,m} provides the desired shape
of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier.

2.2.1 Shaping the slanted barrier

In order to derive the shape of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier
consider a viewer sitting at position (yi, zi) and looking at the screen
through a vertical barrier slit at height yoj . To produce the correct
parallax, we must place a horizontal parallax barrier at a distance
⇣i, which is a function of the row distance zi. Taking into account
the y angle of rays coming from this row, we should also shift the
horizontal barrier vertically above/below the vertical slit entrance
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screen is distributed in all directions, which is a desired feature for
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The main idea behind our display geometry is demonstrated in Fig. 4.
Rays from a viewer at position (yi, zi) are filtered by the vertical
barrier. As a result, for each row of viewers, only rays with a
certain vertical angle pass through. Since we separate the rays from
different rows we can place a second horizontal barrier for each
row, at the screen distance required by its z distance. This second
barrier is essentially a row-dependent parallax barrier, which filters
the rays from this row such that proper disparity is observed. In
Fig. 4, orange rays emerging from a row at distancez1 intersect the
horizontal parallax barrier at distance ⌧ � |⇣1| from the screen, and
blue rays emerging from a row at distance z2 intersect the horizontal
parallax barrier at a different distance ⌧ � |⇣2| (note that ⇣i are
negative according to our notations). Even though the rays from
viewer 1 (orange rays) and viewer 2 (blue rays) reach the screen at
different vertical positions, the viewers see the same content up to a
small vertical shift without changing the perceived parallax. Below
we derive the shape of the slanted barrier.

Figure 4: Display principle: For each viewer (yi, zi) (orange and blue),
there exists ⇣i such that a barrier placed at that screen distance leads
to proper disparities for viewers at distance zi. Concatenating all row-
dependent barrier positions ⇣i, i = {1, ...,m} provides the desired shape
of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier.

2.2.1 Shaping the slanted barrier

In order to derive the shape of the slanted horizontal parallax barrier
consider a viewer sitting at position (yi, zi) and looking at the screen
through a vertical barrier slit at height yoj . To produce the correct
parallax, we must place a horizontal parallax barrier at a distance
⇣i, which is a function of the row distance zi. Taking into account
the y angle of rays coming from this row, we should also shift the
horizontal barrier vertically above/below the vertical slit entrance
yo

j , by a distance we denote as ⇢i,j . That is, we denote the desired
y, z position of the barrier as (⇢i,j , ⇣i). Claim 1 derives a formula
for (⇢i,j , ⇣i) as a function of (yi, zi). The concatenation of all the
points (⇢i,j , ⇣i) for all viewer rows i = {1, ...,m} defines the shape
of the slanted barrier.

Claim 1 Let (yi, zi) denote the location of the ith viewer row, `p
the pixel size, `e the horizontal distance between two consecutive
angular positions within the seat, and ⌧ the distance between the
vertical barrier and the screen (see Table 1). The z-coordinate of
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ABSTRACT
In this study, we propose a novel head-mounted display (HMD) de-
sign for near-eye light field display which achieves a see-through
and wide field of view for augmented reality. In the past years,
many optical elements such as half-mirror, beamsplitter, andwaveg-
uide were employed for an optical see-through display. We use a
transmissive mirror device (TMD) instead of conventional optical
elements. A TMD consists of numerous micro-mirrors and is usu-
ally used for real imaging system in the mid-air. We introduce a
new method for the TMD plate in order to extend the previous
near-eye display to the see-through display. We achieve a wide
field of view and comfortable viewing by creating a point light
source with a micro-lens array. Our configuration is very simple
and consists of a LCD for the image source, a micro-lens array to
provide the light field, and a TMD plate to provide the aerial image
in front of the eye. We construct a prototype see-through display
including a fabricated HMD. We verify the design of our proto-
type using simulations and experiments, and further discuss the
challenges in building a novel near-eye, see-through display.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Near-eye, see-through displays for augmented and mixed reality
have been recently proposed for various uses to the general public.
In the commercial field, Microsoft Hololens and Meta are available
to end users. In such a use case, an immersive experience is de-
sired. However, there is still room for research on optical elements
and presentation methods for visual information because the field
of view is still narrow. In addition to a high immersive experience,
we also have to consider distorting scenery and decreasing scenery
brightness. To solve such problem, many optical elements such as
transmissive LCD, half-mirrors, freeform optics, waveguides, and
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[3,4]などが提案されている。  
そこで、本論文では、マイクロミラーを用いた新し

い結像光学素子を提案する。これは、透過型の面対称

結像光学素子、つまり透過型の鏡（Transmissive Mirror 
Device; TMD)であり、2 次元に限定せず，3 次元立体像

の鏡像を実像として得ることができる光学素子である。 
以下、TMD の構造およびその動作原理について説明

すると共に、いくつかの解析結果について示す。  
 

2. 動作原理  
図１に、提案する TMD の全体像を示す。  

本素子は、面対称結像という鏡と同じ光学原理に基

づきながら、実像を作ることができる結像光学素子で

ある。基本的な構造は、素子面に垂直に配置されたマ

イクロミラーから構成される、微小な２面コーナリフ

レクターを並べたものとなっている。各２面コーナー

リフレクターは微小であることから、光は細いビーム

に分割されて曲げられていく。  
 

2.1. 動作モード 
本素子は、素子面に垂直な鏡面を持つ２面コーナー

リフレクターアレイを形成したものである。実際に製

作する場合には、薄い金属プレートに正方形の貫通穴

を開け、その内壁を鏡面として形成することが考えら

れる。この穴をミラーホールと呼ぶことにする。以下、

このように形成された光学素子の動作について考察す

る。  
この素子は、透過型の素子であり、光はミラーホー

ルを通り素子の反対側へと透過していく。この透過の

仕方には、光の反射回数に応じた各動作モードが存在

する。まず、ミラーホールを反射無しで通過する直接

光モード、1 回の反射を経て通過する 1 回反射モード、

2 回の反射で通過する 2 回反射モード、そして 3 回以

上の反射を経て透過する多重反射モードである。2 面

コーナーリフレクターとして動作する場合には、2 回

反射モードがそれに該当することになる。すなわち、

面対称結像光学素子として本素子を用いる場合には、

その他の動作モードは、迷光を与えるものとなるため、

抑制のための対策が必要となる。  
直接光は、貫通穴の存在によって壁面反射を起こさ

ずに直接素子を透過してしまう光であるが、これにつ

いては単に格子越しに観察する光となる。また、多重

反射モードについては、その解析は困難であり、ここ

では触れないこととする。  
 

2.1.1. 1 回反射モード  
本節では、ミラーホール内壁の鏡面に１回だけ反射

して、ミラーホールを通過する光について考察を行う。

この場合、素子面に垂直なマイクロミラーが全て同じ

方向を向いて平行に並んでいるものだけを考えること

にする。1 回反射モードでの結像の様子を図２に示す。 

この動作を解析するにあたり、反射するミラー面に

対して平行方向に 1 列に並ぶミラー群 (Line A) による

反射と、垂直方向に 1 列に並ぶミラー群 (Line B)による

反射とに分けて考察する。まず、ミラー群 (Line A)によ

る反射であるが、これは 1 枚の細長い鏡が分割されて

いると考えることができ、点光源 S からでた光は、ミ

ラー面に対する面対称位置 A に虚像を作る。  
次に、ミラー群 (Line B)による反射について考察する。

これらの鏡による反射光は、全てのミラーに共通なミ

ラー中心部を通るミラー面の垂線に対する線対称の位

置を通ることから、結局デバイス反対側の B 点に実像

として結像する。すなわち、線分 AB の延長上の視点

から観察した場合、点光源 S の像は、虚像 A および実

像 B の 2 点が同時に観察できるという奇妙なことが起

こる。これは、瞳に入る光線束のうち、上下方向は実

像 B を与え、左右方向は虚像 A を与えることによる。 
次に、視点の移動について考察する。視点を  Line A 

の方向に沿って移動すると、A 点を通る光を常に見る

ことから、点光源 S の像は、A に定位するかのように

図 1 基本構造  

図２ 1 回反射モード  
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見える。一方、視点を  Line B の方向に沿って移動す

ると、今度は  B 点を通過する光を常に見ることにな

り、B に定位するように見える。すなわち、視点移動

の方向を変えると、定位位置が素子面の裏や表に変化

する。視点移動ではなく、両眼視差という観点から考

えると、Line A に沿って両眼を置くと裏面にある A に

見え、Line B に沿って両眼を置くと表面にある  B に
見えるということが起こるはずである。  

なお、各  Line に隣接する  Line 上にあるミラー群

による結像は、少しずれた位置となるため収差を与え、

光源が点光源であっても、広がりをもつように見える

ことが予想される。  
 

2.1.2. 2 回反射モード  
  2 回反射モードにおいては、入射光は、ミラーホ

ールの直交して隣接する二つの内壁鏡面が形成する 2
面コーナーリフレクターにおいて 2 回反射した後にデ

バイスを透過する。2 面コーナーリフレクターにおい

ては，2 鏡面の垂線が作る平面内において，光は入射

方向に戻る．また，2 鏡面に平行な軸に関しては，変

化がないことから，デバイス面に対して面対称な経路

を通ることになる．そしてデバイス面には同方向を向

く無数のミラーホールが形成されているが、各ミラー

ホールを透過する 2 回反射光は、全て光源の面対称位

置を通過することから、結果的に面対称位置に結像す

る。  
次に、同じ面対称結像光学素子である鏡との違いに

ついて説明する（図３参照）。  

いずれの素子も面対称位置に結像し、物体 A は、素

子反対側に鏡像 B として結像する。そして鏡の場合に

は素子面で光が反射されてしまうため、図３ (a)の様に、

像の観察は物体側で行うことになるため、B は虚像と

なる。一方、提案素子の場合には、素子面に並んだミ

ラーホールを光が通過していくため、図３ (b)の様に、

像の観察は物体とは反対側で行うことになり、B は実

像として空中に結像する。また、鏡像 B をその裏側か

ら観察することになるため、これは奥行きが反転した

疑似 3 次元像となる。  
なお、図３ (b)の様な光の屈曲は、屈折率が -1 という

負の値を持つ物質との境界において起こるものと同等

である [5]。負の屈折率を持つ物質は、現在メタマテリ

アルと呼ばれ、盛んに研究が行われているが、可視光

域において負の屈折率を持つ物質は未だ作られていな

い。なお、本素子が回折によって、解像度が制限され

るのに対して、 -1 の屈折率を持つ物質による結像は、
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直接光、1 回反射、2 回反射の各モードについて、

単一のミラーホールを透過する光において、観察方向

の違いに対する光の透過率変化の解析を行ったので、
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この解析は、様々な観察方向に視点を固定し、そこ

に最大の透過量をもって光が透過してくるように決め
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きの光の透過率として解釈できる。透過率 1 とは、穴
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光を見ているわけではない。また、この解析では、回

折の影響は考慮しておらず、方位角は直交する二つの
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度となっている。また、コーナーリフレクターを構成
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得るための 2 回反射モードにおいては、最適観察方向

が上下方向に 30 から 50 度となっている。これにより、

本素子を利用する場合には、素子面に対して斜めから

観察しなければならないことがわかる。また、水平方

向の視野角は数十度が確保されている。  

(a)直接光       (b) 1 回反射      (c)2 回反射  

図４ １つのミラーホールに対する透過率  

(a)平面鏡             (b) 透過鏡  

図３ 平面鏡と透過鏡の違い  
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Fig. 3. The configuration of Retinal 3D. Each red line shows beam path of
a scanned laser beam which fills green area. The structure of laser beam
projector part will be indicated as LSP for simplification. Only a monocular
part is depicted in the Figure.

Fig. 4. Dynamic eye-box generation by tilted probe beam incident on HIC.
With di�erent incidence angle of probe beams �p1 and �p2, signal beams
with di�erent di�raction angles are generated, forming shi�ed focusing
points.

light with some tolerance, but at a di�erent di�raction angle and
e�ciency. �is e�ect is addressed as phase mismatch of k-vector. In
this study, we induce the phase mismatch to control the di�raction
angle by modulating the probe beam angle, so that it can provide a
eye-box and focus cues, which will be explained in the following
sections. �e degree of di�raction angle and e�ciency change is
primarily dependent on the characteristics of a photopolymer such
as thickness, refractive index modulation, degree of shrinkage, or
con�guration of the HOE. Since we take advantage of the property,
we refer to it as angular tolerance instead of angular selectivity. Gen-
erally, re�ection type HOE with thin thickness has large angular
tolerance, which is suitable for the purpose.

3.3 Dynamic Eye-box
For realizing an AR HMD, a VRD has powerful advantages as de-
scribed in Section 2.4. However, the size of the limited eye motion

Fig. 5. Conceptual diagram of focus cues generation with light field in
human eye. Shadowed area indicate light cone from a point source entering
the human eye (natural blurring case) and solid red lines indicate sampled
light rays consisting light field. When eye focuses on the point, light rays
are focused at a same location in retina as well (le�). When eye is focused
elsewhere, light rays are not focused but produces blurred image (right).

box has been a crucial drawback, which hindered retinal projection
display systems from being practically used. �erefore, enlarging
the eye-box of the retinal projection view display without loss of
FOV would be an important break-through. In this perspective, we
proposed a novel solution by shi�ing the position of the exit pupil
by taking advantage of the optomechanical scanning device and
angular tolerance range of the HOE. When the converging wave
is recorded as a signal beam, the incidence of tilted probe beam
results in a lateral shi�ing of the focus point of a reconstructed
wave, as shown in Fig. 4. By actively controlling this shi�ed focus
point to track the movement of the pupil in real time, we can pro-
vide room for the eye to move around. We refer to this eye motion
box expansion method as “dynamic eye-box”, di�erentiated from
physical exit-pupil size. In the prototype, we used a fast steering
mirror (M2) to modulate the phase mismatch of the incident beam
on the HIC. Given that the HIC has focal length of h, the focus shi�
is determined as follows:

s = h tan
✓
sin

�1
✓
sin�p � 1 + an

1 + al
�s
�p

sin�r
◆◆
, (1)

where an is refractive index change, al is lateral shrinkage, �s and
�p are wavelengths of the recorded and probe beams, �p and �r are
the incidence angles of probe the beam and reference beams, respec-
tively. When we generate a shi�ed focus point by inducing a phase
mismatch, di�raction e�ciency drop should also be considered. If
the di�raction e�ciency is reduced too much, uniform brightness
may not be achieved. �erefore the maximum shi� should be chosen
inside the bandwidth of angular tolerance (see Section B. 4 in the
supplemental material). When the maximum shi� is provided as
smax , the �nal dynamic eye-box size E can be determined as:

E ⇡ smax + D, (2)

which will allow movement of the pupil, with D denoting the pupil
diameter. �e intensity of a displayed image can be re-normalized
considering the di�raction e�ciency to provide uniform brightness.
More detailed characteristics of a dynamic eye-box are described in
supplementary Section C.

3.4 Focus Cue Generation via the Localized Light Field
Scanning

In this section, we introduce one of the key concepts of this work,
which is localized light �eld scanning with pupil-tracking. In light
�eld displays, focus cues are provided by sampling the light rays
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Fig. 6. Schematic of light field generation of Retinal 3D. Light field con-
sists of multiple viewpoints is formed on the pupil location. Each Element,
I (n)m , indicates a light ray generated by a single scan of MEMS mirror, and
I (n){1,2, . . .,M } provides the n

th viewpoint, where M is the number of light rays
generated within a single frame of the LSP. An optical path is unfolded for
simplicity. The formation of multiple viewpoints can be achieved either
by the temporal multiplexing of a single LSP synchronized with a steering
mirror (top), or by using multiple LSPs (bo�om).

emanated from an image point as shown Fig. 5. In general, it re-
quires large amount of information or computation load to generate
the light �eld over a large eye-box area. In this study, we produce
the light �eld by forming multiple view-points only inside the pupil,
rather than whole eye-box area. �is localized light �eld is cooper-
ated with dynamic eye-box to provide focus cues e�ciently.
As shown in Fig. 6, each viewpoint samples a single light ray

among the entire light bundle that enters the pupil from a virtual
image point. When the observer’s eye focuses at the virtual image
point, these light rays are projected at the same position on the
retinal plane. Otherwise, projected light rays are not focused at
the same position which induces blurring of the image. Multiple
focusing points can be generated by using the same principle used
for the dynamic eye-box. To modulate the incidence angle of a
probe beam, the fast steering mirror (FSM) used for a dynamic eye-
box can be utilized with the temporal multiplexing, as shown at
the top of Fig. 6. �e scanning speed of a MEMS mirror decides
the total amount of light �eld information since a single step of
the MEMS mirror corresponds to a single light ray. To generate
a su�cient number of viewpoints at a su�cient frame rate, the
device performance should be high enough. Instead, multiple LSPs
can be used to enhance the bandwidth, as shown at the bo�om of
Fig. 6. �ree laser scanning projectors are aligned with slightly
di�erent angles to induce a phase mismatch, which formed multiple
viewpoints without a temporal multiplexing.

Merits. �e concept of focus cue generation is based on super
multi-view displays or light �eld displays. However, in Retinal 3D,

Fig. 7. Pictures of Retinal 3D prototypes. Le�) The single LSP prototype,
Center) The multi-LSP prototype, and Right) The pupil-tracking camera
module.

there are noteworthy di�erences compared with conventional panel
type super multi-view displays. First, since the system is designed
as a pupil-tracking scheme, the amount of required information can
be signi�cantly reduced. �e system proposed here only provides
information for a pupil-sized area, while other types of light �eld
displays generate light �eld information within relatively large area
for the eye-box or motion parallax, which will trade the image
quality or computation load. In our design, we use only three view
images to generate focus cues, without the need for an additional
optimization algorithm. Second, since each generated ray in the
proposed scheme has a large DOF, the unintended retinal blur e�ect
is much smaller, which ensures a large depth expressible range.
�ese concepts are explained in more detail in Section 6.2.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the proposed concepts, we designed and built two versions
of a Retinal 3D prototype. First, a single LSP prototype was imple-
mented to show the feasibility of an integrated optical system as
a compact HMD. Second, a multi-LSP prototype was implemented
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed system with high
frame rate. Although the single LSP prototype could be designed
with a smaller size and a lower cost, a full framerate is di�cult to
achieve when using the current LSP model. Both systems have the
optical path con�guration depicted in Fig. 3.

4.1 Display System Implementation
Hardware Design. For the implementation, we used commercial-

ized laser scanning projectors (Picopro, Celluon) as the display
sources. �e optical engine was detached from the casing and bat-
tery part. For M2, a fast steering mirror (OIM5002, Optics In Motion)
was used. �e input signal for the steering mirror was generated
via a DAQ board (PCI-6221, NI) in real-time. �e pupil position in-
formation was acquired by integrating small pupil-tracking devices
(Pupil Labs). When tested by a user or a camera, the prototype and
user’s head/camera were �xed on the optical table with holders. A
pupil-tracking camera module was located o�-axis from the eye
in order to not disturb the observer’s sight. �e pupil-tracker was
�xed separately at the bo�om of the HIC, but the size was small
enough to be easily integrated within the frame of a pair of glasses.
Speci�cations of optical components were designed to satisfy the
beam-shaping condition, as will be described in Section 6. For the
single projector prototype, the focal lengths of lenses L1, L2, HIC
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point, these light rays are projected at the same position on the
retinal plane. Otherwise, projected light rays are not focused at
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focusing points can be generated by using the same principle used
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there are noteworthy di�erences compared with conventional panel
type super multi-view displays. First, since the system is designed
as a pupil-tracking scheme, the amount of required information can
be signi�cantly reduced. �e system proposed here only provides
information for a pupil-sized area, while other types of light �eld
displays generate light �eld information within relatively large area
for the eye-box or motion parallax, which will trade the image
quality or computation load. In our design, we use only three view
images to generate focus cues, without the need for an additional
optimization algorithm. Second, since each generated ray in the
proposed scheme has a large DOF, the unintended retinal blur e�ect
is much smaller, which ensures a large depth expressible range.
�ese concepts are explained in more detail in Section 6.2.

4 IMPLEMENTATION
Based on the proposed concepts, we designed and built two versions
of a Retinal 3D prototype. First, a single LSP prototype was imple-
mented to show the feasibility of an integrated optical system as
a compact HMD. Second, a multi-LSP prototype was implemented
to demonstrate the performance of the proposed system with high
frame rate. Although the single LSP prototype could be designed
with a smaller size and a lower cost, a full framerate is di�cult to
achieve when using the current LSP model. Both systems have the
optical path con�guration depicted in Fig. 3.

4.1 Display System Implementation
Hardware Design. For the implementation, we used commercial-

ized laser scanning projectors (Picopro, Celluon) as the display
sources. �e optical engine was detached from the casing and bat-
tery part. For M2, a fast steering mirror (OIM5002, Optics In Motion)
was used. �e input signal for the steering mirror was generated
via a DAQ board (PCI-6221, NI) in real-time. �e pupil position in-
formation was acquired by integrating small pupil-tracking devices
(Pupil Labs). When tested by a user or a camera, the prototype and
user’s head/camera were �xed on the optical table with holders. A
pupil-tracking camera module was located o�-axis from the eye
in order to not disturb the observer’s sight. �e pupil-tracker was
�xed separately at the bo�om of the HIC, but the size was small
enough to be easily integrated within the frame of a pair of glasses.
Speci�cations of optical components were designed to satisfy the
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4. ライトフィールドディスプレイ 
関連企業
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スタートアップ企業

•米国を中心にライトフィールドディスプレ
イのスタートアップ企業が続々現れている 

•注目を浴びている企業を中心に紹介する． 

以前の3Dディスプレイブームと似た雰囲気があるが…
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Avegant Corp.
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Avegant Corp.
以下の3点を売りにして，GlyphとLight 
Fieldの処理技術を用いてMR向けプラット
フォームを開発． 

• Virtual Image Clarity 
• Simple Software Development 
• Easy Hardware Integration
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Light Field Lab.
•ホログラフィックディスプレイを開発中 
• 2018年に開発者向けサンプルを出荷予定
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Leia 3D
• HP Lab.出身のDavid Fattalによって設立
されたベンチャー企業 

•多方向バックライトが特徴
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https://www.leia3d.com
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多方向バックライト
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Hydrogen One Phone
•映画用カメラメーカのRED社によるスマー
トフォン 

• 2017/9/7にLeia社と提携 
• 3Dスマートフォンを2018年夏に発売予定 
• 2Dはフル解像度 
• 3Dは4視点
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http://downloads.red.com/hydrogen.pdf
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Lumi

• MITにいたMatthew 
Hirschらが立ち上げた 

• Gordon Wetzsteinも
関わっている
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まとめ

•ライトフィールドディスプレイの復習 
•最新の研究を見ると，ディスプレイ系学会だ
けでなく，コンピュータサイエンス系の学会
での発表が増えている 

•原理的に新規性が高い提案は少ないが，より
複雑(光学系+センシング+ソフトウェア)なシ
ステムの実装例が増えている 

•アプリケーションの模索も盛んになっている
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